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Abstract—In this paper we propose an algorithm for estimating vocal tract para sagittal slices in order to have a better overview of the behaviour of the articulators during speech production. The first step is to align the consonant-vowel (CV) data of the sagittal plains between them for the train speaker. Sets of transformations that connect the midsagittal frames with the neighbouring ones is acquired for the train speaker. Another set of transformations is calculated which transforms the midsagittal frames of the train speaker to the corresponding midsagittal frames of the test speaker and is used to adapt to the test speaker domain the previously computed sets of transformations. The newly adapted transformations are applied to the midsagittal frames of the test speaker in order to estimate the neighbouring sagittal frames. Several mono speaker models are combined to produce the final frame estimation. To evaluate the results, image cross-correlation between the original and the estimated frames was used. Results show good agreement between the original and the estimated frames.

Index Terms—image transformation, rtMRI data, speech resources enrichment, vocal tract

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advancement in real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rt-MRI) techniques has shown promising success encompassing non-medical studies such as turbulent flow [1] to noninvasive monitoring of surgical operations. One of many applications of rt-MRI is a study of the articulatory speech production model by investigating vocal tract movements during speech production [2]. This certainly helps in the development of the articulatory model to bridge between speech research encompassing phonetics, phonology, speech disorders, and language acquisition [3].

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a modality widely used for speech studies because it has several advantages over other approaches like X-ray, EMA or ultrasound since it is a non-invasive, non-ionizing method that can provide rich information about the vocal tract and its dynamics [4]. With the advances in real-time MRI, one can acquire 2D dynamic images with a good compromise between contrast and temporal resolution to study speech dynamics and analyze fast speech movements. Furthermore, rt-MRI captures the dynamics of vocal tract movement during speech production, providing an accurate estimate of the mechanism of articulators such as the tongue, velum, etc [5]. The growth in rt-MRI protocols has facilitated analysis of vocal tract shaping during speech production, allowing to quantifying the articulator’s movements in space and time, including structural/morphological characteristics of speakers in conjunction with their articulation dynamics and acoustics [6].

As stated earlier, rt-MRI one can acquire 2D dynamic images with a good compromise between contrast and temporal resolution to study speech dynamics and analyze fast speech movements. Even though there are sequences to acquire 3D rt-MRI images [7] more progress is still required...
for the 3D rt-MRI sequences to reach the quality level of 2D ones. However, information about the articulators outside the midsagittal plane is still required in order to better understand speech production as it plays an important role in area function estimation [11] and is useful for improving speech synthesis [12]. The volumetric information also plays a vital role in diagnosing speech-related disorders. The reduced volume of the tongue is a clear indication of alterations in articulatory patterns in comparison to healthy subjects [8]. Glossectomy generally affects the dynamics of speech production indicated by a study of advanced tongue cancer patients to undergo glossectomy observation. The study of Vowel frequency analysis (F1 and F2) and qualitative assessment by observers indicated that speech production was significantly altered post-glossectomy [9].

One way is to use the rtMRI of the midsagittal plane and 3D volumetric information of static positions in order to estimate the 3D dynamics [10]. Such an approach provides interesting results, but this is quite hard to have a qualitative validation method that gives an idea of how good the estimation is. In this work, we addressed this problem by acquiring 2D rt-MRI data on the midsagittal and its neighboring planes in order to directly synthesize non-midsagittal frames for every time point and additionally develop a qualitative validation of the results using image cross-correlation between the original and the synthesized images.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The main idea of the algorithm is divided in four steps: 1) Find an image transformation between the frames on midsagittal and the rest sagittal planes of the train speaker. 2) Find an image transformation between the midsagittal frames of the train and the test speaker. 3) Use the transformation from step two to properly adapt the transformation of step one. 4) Combine the resulting transformations of all train speakers to acquire the final estimations. An overview of the algorithm can be seen in Fig. 1.

A. Data Acquisition

For this work, eight (four male, four female) native speakers of French were used. The age of subjects was between 21 and 36 years old with average age of 27.25 Subjects had no previous speaking or hearing problems recorded. The data was acquired on Siemens Prisma 3T scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) located in Nancy Central Regional University Hospital under the approved medical protocol “METHODO” (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02887053). For acquiring dynamic data, we used 2D rtMRI sequence. In our approach, we used radial RF-spoiled FLASH sequence [13] with TR = 2.22 ms, TE = 1.47 ms, FOV = 19.2 × 19.2 cm², flip angle = 5 degrees, and slice thickness is 8 mm. Pixel bandwidth is 1670 Hz/pixel. The number of radial spokes is 9, and the resulting image resolution is 136 × 136. The acquisition time was 44 sec. Images were recorded at a frame rate of 50 frames per second with the algorithm presented in [13], using a 64 channel head-neck antenna.

B. Image transformation

One common choice for image transformations is the use of non-rigid ones. Even though they are more complex and computationally expensive compared to the rigid transformations, they have some significant advantages over them. One of them is that they can adapt one image to another not only at global scale but also at local. This property makes them more flexible since it gives the ability to use them for transformations between the same images of different subjects with good results. In this work, we used a diffeomorphic demons algorithm [14], [15] in order to calculate the transformation between images. The algorithm calculates a displacement field which shows how much and in which direction each pixel of the moving images should move in order to match the target one. As the similarity measurement between the two images it uses mean square error of the pixels’ intensity therefore histogram matching is required at the beginning of the process.

C. Frame alignment

Working at a frame level with dynamic sequences with different length will probably require frame alignment between them so that one can make comparisons between the same frame of different sequences. Interesting ideas for this issue are the use of similarities measurements between the frames of different sequence to find which frame of the modified sequence matches better each frame of the reference sequence, or use various types of interpolation to create additional frames at the required time points. Such methods however are quite complex and may not give appropriate results for vocal tract images. In this work, we chose to use another approach. This problem was divided in two parts. First, piece wise linear alignment was used in order to make sequences have the same length by forcing the boundaries of the modified sequence to be the same as the reference and then linearly extending or compressing the internal samples. Second, the frames of the modified sequence that are temporally closer to
the each reference frame are selected to constitute the final frame aligned sequence.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Speech Task

In this work we studied 12 CV syllables (/fi/, /fa/, /fu/, /pi/, /pa/, /pu/, /si/, /sa/, /su/, /ti/, /ta/, /tu/). rtMRI images of the vocal tract on parallel sagittal planes were acquired during the phonation of the CVs from eight subjects. The chosen planes were the midsagittal (M) its left (L) and right (R) adjacent planes. Data in each plane were acquired in different acquisition on the same session. In order to remove coarticulation effects from previous CVs, subjects were instructed before each CV to breath from the nose with mouth and lips closed so that the vocal tract is returned back to the "neutral" silence position. To constrain the vowel at the end of the CV, subjects were also instructed to pronounce /p/ at the end of each CV. Therefore in practice, subjects were pronouncing /sil//C//V//p/. Even though images could had been automatically labelled, we chose to manually label them to achieve better temporal accuracy.

Fig. 2. Articulation of /i/ of four speakers during /ti/. One can notice differences in speakers’ anatomy, heads’ position and articulation

B. Data preprocesing

The first step was to manually make phonetic labels for all the frames of the dynamic sequences. Silence data were discarded and every CV was grouped independently, with every group containing the CV data from every plane. To synthesise a dynamic 3D acquisition composed from multiple 2D dynamic ones, frame alignment was applied to the CV groups. Midsagittal plane was chosen as a reference. In practice, linear piecewise alignment was used to time align L and R planes with the reference. C and V parts of L and R CV are independently and linearly extended or compressed until the duration of both C and V of them matches with those from the reference CV. The resulting sequences are time aligned with M (C and V in all planes have the same duration) but not frame aligned (each sample does not correspond to the same time point). Frames in L and R planes that are temporally closer to the M frames are selected to create the final aligned sequences on L and R planes. A visual explanation can be seen in Fig. 3. From now on, only the newly aligned sequences (along with the midsagittal one) will be used.

C. 3D extension

For the 3D extension, multiple mono speaker models were created and then they were properly combined to give the final frames estimation. To create the mono speaker model of a target CV, frame alignment between M frames of target speaker and M, L, R frames of the train speaker was applied using target speaker’s frames as reference. The output was the frame aligned sequences of all planes of the train speaker ($M_a, L_a, R_a$).

For all the image transformations in this work (both at this and at the later steps) we used MATLAB imregdemons function with 3 pyramid levels with values 100, 50, 25 for the image resolution and accumulated field smoothing of 1.3 for the smoothing of the deformation field. We also applied histogram matching before the image transformation to have a similar contrast between the images. Two sets of image transformations $T_L, T_R$ between $M_a, L_a$ and $M_a, R_a$ were computed that transformed the $M_a$ frames to the corresponding $L_a$ or $R_a$ frames respectively. Additionally, another set of image transformations $A$ was calculated that transforms each frame of $M_a$ to the corresponding midsagittal frame of the
test speaker. If $I$ is the total number of images of M plane of the test speaker then $i$ denotes the specific time frame ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, I$). Therefore $T_{L}(i), T_{R}(i), A(i)$ will refer to the transformation of frame $i$.

Since $T_{L}(i), T_{R}(i)$ were derived from the train speaker they can not be directly used on the test speaker. $A(i)$ was applied to $T_{L}(i), T_{R}(i)$ in order to adapt them to the test speaker space. The output of this step is $T_{La}(i), T_{Ra}(i)$ transformations that take as an input the $i$ midsagittal image of the test speaker and give as an output the estimation of the $i$ image of the test speaker on L or R plane respectively.

The same process is repeated and $T_{La}(i), T_{Ra}(i)$ were collected for all train speakers. All $T_{La}(i), T_{Ra}(i)$ are averaged to give the final transformations $T_{F}(i), T_{R}(i)$. $T_{LF}(i), T_{RF}(i)$ are then applied to all $i$ images of the test speaker on the M plane to get the final multi-speaker estimations of frames on L $E_{L}(i)$ and R $E_{R}(i)$ planes.

\[ \text{Fig. 4. Selected frames for /ti/ of speaker 8 of right plane. Top: original images Bottom: synthesised images} \]

D. Evaluation

For the purpose of evaluation, we used 8-fold cross validation using seven speakers for train and one for test on the 12 studied CVs. The non-midsagittal frames of CVs of the test speaker were compared with $E_{L}(i), E_{R}(i)$. Since the non-midsagittal frames of the test speakers were already aligned with the midsagittal ones at the preprocessing step, there is no need here for any alignment. Histogram matching was applied between the original and the synthesised frames. To validate the results, cross-correlation between the synthesized and the original images, normalized by the autocorrelation of the original images, was used. Results can be seen in Fig. 5.

IV. Conclusions

Our numerical results (Fig. 5) show that synthesised images are quite similar to the original ones with an average similarity of 0.9552 across all CVs and all planes (maximum value could be 1 which would show identical images). This fact can also be noticed by visually inspecting the original and the synthesised images in Fig. 4 as the biggest part of the vocal tract is almost identical between them. The main differences can be noticed at the palate and at the epiglottis/larynx where in the original images these regions are a little more blurry. This improvement in quality in the synthesised images is because they were based on images from the midsagittal plane where this region is more clear than on the Left or Right plane. We should note however that the fact that synthesised images look better in these regions, does not necessarily mean that they depict the true better. It should be at the judge of the user at which cases synthesised images represent the truth better. Additionally, the algorithm is quite robust since the standard deviation of the total average is 0.0073. This can also be inferred by examining the differences in anatomy, head position and articulation styles between subjects (Fig. 2) and checking how close the synthesised images with the original ones are.

This algorithm can be easily transformed to a fully automated algorithm by using standard techniques to replace the manual labeling at the preprocessing step. The presented algorithm can be used to enrich information of midsagittal vocal tract slices. However, more work needs to be done towards the direction of generalizing these results by exploring cases like VCV, CVC, whole words or phrases. Finally, one could think of estimating further sagittal planes of the vocal tract.

\[ \text{Fig. 5. Cross validated results per CV for Left and Right plane. Total combined average for all CVs in both planes is 0.9552 with std 0.0073} \]
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